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ABSTRACT

The State Scientific Centre (SSC) "Research Institute of Atomic Reactors"
(RTAR) is situated 1000 km to the south-east from Moscow, in Dimitrovgrad. the
Volga Region of the Russian Federation.

SSC RLAJR. is the largest centre of research reactors in Russia. At present
there are 5 types of reactor facilities in operation, including two NPP.

One of the main tasks the Centre is the investigations on safety increase for
power reactors.

Broad international connections are available at the Institute.
On the basis of the SSC R1AR during 3 years work has been done on the

development of the branch training centre (TC) for the training of operation
personnel of research and pilot reactors in Russia.



1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear engineering and enterprises providing its functioning, in spite of
different approaches to this branch of the public and governments, take one of the
leading places in the world industry and energy programs of many states.

However, usage of this energy type is possible only at the high safet\ level of
atomic power plants and during release of radiation wastes formed as the result of
their operation.

This condition can be performed if the following will be provided: scientific
tracking of the nuclear fuel life cycle, constant monitoring of the technologies and
production, advancing research in those fields which determine the safety level.

It is accepted world-wide that one of the most important conditions of safe
and reliable operation of the reactor facilities, NPP units along with providing the
high quality of the project, construction, equipment and materials is high
qualification of operation personnel. In the former USSR the scientific support in
solution of the arising problems of safe operation of atomic power plants,
development of principally new technologies and their introduction to atomic
power engineering were performed in the scientific centres of Moscow.
St.Petersburg, Volga Region. Ural and Siberia at research facilities and stands
specially mounted for this purpose.

The largest centre of research reactors - SSC RIAR- is placed in
Dimitrovgrad.

Research reactors have to be operated in rigorous agreement with safety
requirements in order to fulfil the task of safety justification in atomic power
engineering.
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2. FEATURES OF RESEARCH REACTORS OPERATION
At present according to the official data of RF Gosatomnadzor there are 27

research reactors in account in Russia (see Tab. 1), the considerable part of which
is placed in the State Scientific Centre (SSC) "Research Institute of Atomic
Reactors" ( RIAR). The SSC RIAR is situated 1000 km to the south-east from
Moscow in Dimitrovgrad, in Volga Region of the Russian Federation.

This is one of the largest centres in the CIS in the field of experimental
studies on fundamental issues of nuclear energy, development of designs and
problems related to safe operation of nuclear power plants.

At present there are 5 types of reactor facilities in operation, including two
pilot NPP wiiich produce electrical energy and heating for local needs (see Tab.1)
- the SM-3 reactor, 100 MW (heat), high-flux, vessel "type;
- the MIR reactor, up to 100 MW (heat), multiloop, test;
- 3 pool-type RBT reactors up to 10 MW (heat);
- pilot NPP VK-50, 50 MW (el.), with the boiling vessel-type reactor;
- pilot NPP BOR-60, 12 MW (el.), with the fast reactor and liquid-metallic sodium
coolant.
- one research reactor ARBUS is under decommissioning.

The main experimental base of the SSC RIAR also includes: a complex of
"hot" material science laboratories for post-radiation investigations of the power
reactor fuel; a radiochemical complex: a pilot-experimental workshop for
unconventional equipment production, the radioactive wastes utilisation facilities.
This allows complex solution of the research programs on the Institute site The
Centre has its own social-cultural base.

Closed fuel cycle with mixed U-Pu fuel has been earned out and successfully
operated for some years at the SSC RIAR on the basis of the pilot BOR-60 NPP
and radiochemical complex with the facility for irradiated fuel reprocessing.

The whole activities of the SSC RIAR. incorporated into the Russia
Minatom, are controlled by the Gosatomnadzor of Russia performing supervision
of nuclear- and radiation-dangerous facilities and production lines operation,
including supervision of the personnel training, qualification level and competence.

Unique experimental possibilities, space-saving facilities location (on the one
site) allow to solve different tasks on safety improvement and further development
of atomic power engineering not in Russia only but in other countries. Broad
international connections to be available in the Institute are based on this fact. At
present joint works with England, France, Germany, Japan and some other
countries are conducted.

Personnel of research reactors operating in the SSC RIAR work for twenty-
four hours fulfilling, apart from usual NPP personnel functions, some additional
functions related to preparation and performance of experimental programs. This
introduces certain features in operation. Let us consider them in more detail.

One of the main features of the research reactor (RR) operation is a criterion
of estimating its operating efficiency as compared to the same criterion for NPP.
An example of such a comparison is presented in Tab.2. In this event it means that
in compliance with the General Safety Provision the main criterion is safety. From
comparison in Tab.2 we can conclude that if for NPP the criterion of electric
energy output in a general case remains unchanged, it is necessary to take into
account the final results during experiments performance in the case with RR
From this viewpoint the basic difference can be stated as follows: for NPP it is
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and only after that -products manufacture. The next distinguishing feature is the
fact that during RR operation there can arise mutualK excluding requirements for
providing some or other conditions, operating parameters of various expenmental
devices located in the reactor. It is evident that fulfilling all the experiment
conditions should be made with strict observation of the safety requirements
However, simultaneous observation of these requirements is a very complicated
task.

Finally, it should be noted that simultaneous solution of several tasks in the
reactor core during one campaign is also possible. The order of priority of these
tasks can be changed even in one campaign. A list of such tasks solved
simultaneously at the Institute reactor facilities is presented in Tab.3 as an
example.



3. EVENTS INVESTIGATION IN RESEARCH REACTORS

Any research reactor has to inform the regulatory bodies about all accidents,
incidents which cause reactor shutdown or power decrease and incident with
fuel assemblies damage during their transportation with irradiated fuel in
accordance with the requirements contained in Russian Safety Standards for
Research Reactors.

Event are investigated by the commission. The commission staff is
determined by Gosatomnadzor, Minatom or by the site director in accordance
with the consequences effects. The results of commission work are presented in
the report on faults where the following moments should be described:

event description
event consequences
direct and root causes for event
event assessment from the safety point of view
deficiencies detected during investigation
corrective actions.

It looks like that the methods applied for events investigation in the frame of

compare them using the example with research reactors.

We had only 1 event 2 level in INES during research reactors operation.
All other events were 0 level or below scale.

The causes for recorded faults are distributed in such a way on the basis of
analysis:

-failures of equipment - 47%

- failures of personnel to perform as expected - 28%

- failure of experimental equipment operation - 21%

- failure of procedure - 4%

Of course, there are some measures for described above causes elimination
available in the Institute. For example, supervision on work and equipment
replacement is under constant development. In order to decrease the number of
personnel failures the Training Centre (TC) has been opened three years ago in SSC
RIAR. The work of designers and manufacturers of experimental equipment is
improved, the procedures are changed periodically.

Particularly the work of TC should be stressed. It solves the set task using
rich international experience and by participating in international programs



aimed at improvement of the personnel training systems..
In particular together with the Training Facilities of the German Nuclear

Research Centre, Karlsruhe, and with the Training Centre of Siemens - KWU,
Germany, are already carried out and planed in future works on development of
technical training means and the relevant training-methodical provision on the
basis of the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT). The basic aim of the
performed works and those to be planned is organisation and establishment of
the Training Centre for personnel training of research reactors on the SSC RIAR
basis using modern training aids, that would meet the national and international
standards and requirements, and in perspective could solve the tasks for
personnel training not only in Russia, but in other countries as well.



Table 1.

Summary of Russian Research
and Experimental Reactors in

1996

We

1

7
3
4
s
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
n
u
15

16

17
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19
70
21
22

23

74
25
76
77

Name

F-l

Girira
Gamma

Anm<;
TR-SO

1W-2M
TRT-M
IRT-T
WR-M
WR-TS
RG-TVI

AM
RR-TO
TRR-7

IBR-30

SM-3

RBT-6
RRT-10-T
RRT-10-7

MTR
VK-50

BOR-60

T1BR-1M

RARS-7
BARS-3M
RAR<;-4M

PTK
(under construction)

Location

Moscow

A/lfKcnvv
Moscow
Mnnrnu-
\Ar\<zrr\w

Zarechnv. Sverdlovsk reeion
AArismw:

Tomsk
Gatrhina
OhnirKk
Norikk
Obninsk
Obninsk
Onbna
Dubna

Dimitrovgrad

Dimitroverad
OimitrnvwraH
Dimitrovorad
Dimitrnvarad
Dimitrovsrad
Dimitrovgrad

Moscow

Mnsrnvv
Moscow
Mrwnw
Gatrhina



Table2

EFFECTIVE OPERATION CRITERION OF NPP AND
RESEARCH REACTOR

Compared index

Output

Unplanned reactor
shutdown

Efficiency of fuel usage

Multipurpose use of the
core

Stability of operation
parameters
Primary aim of
operation personnel
work
Requirements for
personnel

NPP

Energy production

Not desirable

Mam economic factor

Not desirable

Main requirement of
saferv assurance
Keep the reactor steady

In compliance with the
existing standard
regulations

Research reactor

"Knowledge
production" is more
important
Possible as consequence
of the planned
experiment
Achieved experiment
aim is more important
Possible. This improves
economics, provides
solution of several
problems at a time
Determined bv the
experiment conditions
Perform experiments

i

More severe j
requirements are
possible



Table 3

Listing of the main research
performed in the R1AR reactors

1. Radiation testing of different types of materials, fuel elements and fuel
assemblies for service-life determination under controlled conditions.

2. Radiation testing of fuel (fuel rods, fuel assemblies) under project accident
conditions.

3. Service-life testing of equipment (steam generators, pumps, etc.).

4. Testing of the core diagnostic systems.

5. Accumulation of isotope products.
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